Judging from the recent activities of local prosecutors, one might think that a crime wave of child pornography offenses perpetuated by middle- and high-schoolers is flooding the nation. In actuality, the flurry of media coverage has shed light on a phenomenon popularly known as sexting: the digital exchange of sexually explicit images between teenagers using text messaging services on camera-equipped cell phones. Local prosecutors across the country are responding to the increase in sexting incidents by charging the teenage participants with child pornography felonies, which may require them to register as sex offenders. Recent polling data suggests that sexting is pervasive among today’s teenagers. Further evidence of the
widespread nature of this phenomenon: search engine queries of “sexting” are at an all-time high,5 and the New Oxford American Dictionary considered “sexting” among its nominees for new words of the year.6

A stark disagreement over the appropriate societal response underlies the popularity of sexting, which has outpaced both the law and technological limitations of prior generations. In at least ten states, authorities have publicly contemplated, and in some instances followed through with, charging the teenage participants with child pornography production, possession, and distribution.7 In the first appellate decision to explicitly address “sexting among teenagers” in September 2009, the Iowa Supreme Court affirmed that there was sufficient evidence to convict an eighteen-year-old boy of knowingly disseminating obscene material to a minor.8 The boy e-mailed a sexually explicit photo to a fourteen-year-old friend, accompanied by the message of “I love you.”9 While youth educators and child psychologists have pushed for a more moderated response to behavior described as “high-tech flirting”10—teenage acts fueled by hormones and a lack of judgment—some experts in the Internet safety community support the hard-line approach to teenage sexting adopted by law enforcement authorities and the judicial system.11
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11. See, e.g., id. (noting that the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC), the non-profit/quasi-government organization that serves as the clearinghouse for reports of child sexual abuse on the Internet, has publicly stated that criminal charges are warranted in some sexting cases).
Although sexting has been described as the modern equivalent of “streaking,” new technologies dramatically enhance the consequences of this behavior. Camera-equipped phones allow permanent recording of images and instant dissemination to large numbers of recipients, transforming fleeting youthful indiscretions into lasting mistakes. Courts have upheld juvenile child pornography convictions for the production and distribution of self-produced pornography in cases of sexting-like activity, including requirements for sex offender registration. The possibility that digital images privately shared between teens will be disseminated to a broader online audience may profoundly affect the participants, causing humiliation at school, pressure at home, and the loss of employment or college prospects. In rarer instances, sexting can be used as a tool to intimidate and harass, and has led to teen suicide in two reported cases in 2009.

The term sexting often describes a broad range of behaviors that differ radically in terms of the actors, motivations, and tactics involved. In this Note, the term “sexting” refers to the self-production and distribution by cell phone of sexually explicit images in the course of consensual, voluntary activity by teenagers. This definition describes a phenomenon differing from the use of texting by sexual predators to exploit youth, a set of issues that is not addressed here, and the use of sexting to cyberbully. This Note
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focuses primarily on the typical sexting case involving the limited exchange of provocative messages concerning consensual sexual activity between willing participants.

The prevalence of sexting and the severity of its consequences have prompted state and federal policymakers to consider various legislative proposals, from crafting new criminal offenses to introducing educational programs. In exploring appropriate legal responses to sexting, this Note attempts to strike a balance between competing policy objectives, such as teenage privacy and the state’s interest in preventing child sexual abuse and child pornography, while respecting the extent to which the digital revolution changed how teenagers communicate and interact in social spaces. While society may want to minimize teenagers’ production and distribution of provocative images even under consensual and private circumstances, sexting should be exempt from treatment under child pornography statutes. In Part I, this Note explores the sexting phenomenon and its underlying causes in the context of a digital generation of teenagers. Part II surveys the varied responses of authorities to sexting incidents, including prosecutors and state legislators. Part III discusses the range of policy issues implicated in designing an appropriate legal framework to address sexting. Part IV concludes by suggesting several legislative components that could help authorities discipline the harms of sexting without resorting to ill-suited child pornography statutes.

I. DEFINING THE SEXTING PHENOMENON

Recent polls suggest that the practice of sexting is well-engrained in teen culture, although there is a range in survey data concerning the extent of the practice. According to a 2008 report by The National Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy (NCPTUP), 22% of teen girls and 18% of teen boys have used technology to send or post nude or semi-nude pictures or video of themselves to other people, with two-thirds of the recipients being a boyfriend or girlfriend. Beyond the finding that one-in-five teens send “sexts,” the NCPTUP’s research suggests that an even greater number of teens receive such images and may forward them on to others, making them liable for possession and distribution charges under child pornography
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According to the NCPTUP survey, 31% of teenagers between the ages of thirteen and nineteen report receiving a nude or semi-nude image or video featuring the sender, and 29% of the same group report having had a nude or semi-nude image or video shared with them that was intended to be private. Individuals in relationships exchanged more than half of these photos. Furthermore, 14% of teens acknowledge that they have shared a nude or semi-nude picture or video with someone other than the intended recipient. A 2009 survey conducted by Cox Communications reports similar findings, including the fact that 19% of teens surveyed have engaged in sexting, “sending, receiving, or forwarding sexually suggestive nude or nearly nude photos through text message or email.”

Most recently, polling by the Pew Internet & American Life Project produced lower figures, finding that 4% of teenagers ages 12-17 with cell phones report texting nude or nearly nude images of themselves and 15% of that group has “received a sexually suggestive nude or nearly nude photo or video of someone they know on their cell phone.”

While these figures undoubtedly reflect a significant trend, either extreme of the polling data deserves some skepticism. For starters, the NCPTUP poll relied exclusively on an online survey to query youth about their online experiences. Results of online surveys may not be representative when there is a correlation between the subject matter and respondents’ comfort in sharing personal information—teenagers who sext may also be the most likely to reveal such behavior in an online poll. In the opinion of one academic who conducted well-known studies of online teen behavior over the phone, “online poll-takers might be two to four times more likely to send nude photos of themselves than the average teen.” At the same time, the lower numbers found in the Pew Internet & American Life poll for sending
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and receiving explicit text messages may underreport the actual incidence of sexting given that the topic is loaded with “a relatively high level of social disapproval” and thus subjects may not admit to the behavior. 28 Yet even if some fraction of reported teens are engaging in sending or receiving sexually explicit texts, the data is significant enough to warrant discussion.

The prevalence of sexting among today’s teenagers reflects the intersection of two trends influencing teenage behavior: the omnipresence of digital technologies and the enhanced sharing and personal expression facilitated by these technologies. In contrast to their parents and grandparents, the current generation of youth is “born digital,” meaning that most major aspects of their lives are mediated by digital technologies, from social interactions to academics to hobbies and entertainment. 29 These individuals never knew an offline world—they “do not stay in touch with pens and scented paper,” but with an endless array of technological gadgets. 30 For adults who view Internet-based socializing as a supplement to life in real spaces, the notion of teens moving seamlessly between face-to-face and computer-mediated social interactions is novel. 31 The concept of using text messaging services to send highly personal photos may sound bizarre to adults, but it is much less so to teens who rely on cell phones as a critical tool to maintain their social connections. According to recent research by the Pew Internet & American Life project, 71% of teens owned cell phones in 2008, an increase from 45% in 2004. 32 Among teen cell phone users, 76% used their phones to send text messages. 33 Another study by the mobile phone industry suggest that 54% of teenage girls and 40% of teenage boys think that their social life would “end” or significantly worsen if texting were no longer available on cell phones. 34 And cell phones are not the only distribution channel by which teens exchange sexts; similar message can also be sent through desktop and laptop computers, usually through e-mail.

28. Lenhart notes that the number of teens in the focus groups who were able to talk about sexting experiences suggests that this effect may have been present in the Pew poll. See Lenhart, supra note 4, at 4 n.10.
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services or social networks. For example, earlier this year, a fourteen-year-old New Jersey girl was charged with distribution of child pornography after posting nearly thirty nude portraits of herself on the social networking site MySpace.

A. TYPICAL Sexting INCIDENTS

Much remains to be learned about the motivations underlying teenage sexting. Many of the news accounts, however, report behavior reflecting typical expressions of teenage emotions, such as the instance where photos are taken to impress a member of the opposite sex or to record private encounters between teens in a relationship. Although social norms affecting adult behavior may warn against sharing revealing images over cell phones or uploading them to public profiles on social networking sites, teens’ online behaviors reflect a different set of norms developed in their online communities. Sometimes these social norms, influenced by an entertainment industry glamorizing outrageous online personalities and the public disclosure of titillating personal information, support brash behavior such as sexting. Among peer-conscious teenagers, an “everybody does it” rationalization can further perpetuate inappropriate activities. According to the NCPTUP poll, of those who have sent suggestive content online, 66% of girls and 60% of boys said that they did it to be “fun or flirtatious.” Research about youth cognitive development supports the notion that teenage brains are generally not sufficiently matured to enable consistently good decision-making.

The possibility that an innocent effort to impress friends could have serious consequences does not enter most sexting teenagers’ minds. In a spring 2009 Good Morning America “town hall” on sexting, one Texan
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teenager gave a common explanation of how she started sexting at her boyfriend’s insistence: “He had kept asking me for [it]... [f]irst, I was kind of like, ‘No.’ Well then, the further along we got on in the relationship, you know, I thought I really cared about him, and I figured he cared about me, too.” The concern that sexted images can be easily distributed over peer-to-peer networks or otherwise fall into the hands of sexual predators, a primary fear of those outraged about sexting, is not a risk most teens recognize. Nor do most teens realize that their actions are illegal and could qualify them for a decades-long sex offender registration requirement.

On the other hand, it is not clear that knowledge of the consequences of sexting would deter most teens. According to an Associated Press-MTV poll, about half of the teens surveyed identified sexting as a behavior carrying the risk of serious punishment, but did it anyway. In the Ohio case described earlier, the fifteen-year-old who distributed nude images of herself via her cell phone did so after a county prosecutor visited her high school to warn students that they might serve twenty years in jail if they were found with or sent sexually explicit images of teenagers on their cell phones. Among experts studying adolescence health, the phenomenon of “teens participating in high-risk behaviors, even though they know that they should not” is well-understood. According to the NCPTUP poll, three-fourths of teens surveyed agreed that sexting can have serious negative consequences,
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although they may not fully understand the particular long-term consequences of sexting.49

A final explanation for the sexting trend is the reality that nearly half of American high-schoolers report sexual activity.50 More generally, as one commentator observes, today’s teens, “for better or worse…do not regard sexuality as the monopoly of older generations but as a part of their lives.”51 Sexting could be viewed as merely an expression of teen sexuality in a digital age, reflecting a long-documented trend of teens “using whatever technology is at hand to express themselves and share their behavior with the world.”52

However, in contrast to previous generations, where the flashing of a classmate might have had only momentary consequence, new technologies greatly enhance the likelihood that such indiscretions will be permanently recorded and disseminated to large audiences.53 Historically, teenagers who took provocative self-portraits faced the hurdle of developing the film at a photo lab, and distribution was limited by the number of copies purchased. In contrast, today, camera phones and broadband connections enable instantaneous production and distribution, even if the original sender did not intend it.54 In a recent Massachusetts incident, pictures of a naked fourteen-year-old were allegedly “sexted” to more than 100 cell phones.55 While the impact of an embarrassing incident in the offline world is largely limited to physical witnesses, an image captured digitally and shared via cell and broadband networks can reach an endless number of people. Further, it is practically impossible to remove the offending object once it has been widely shared.56
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53. The permanent recording enabled by technologies, and the introduction of child exploitation laws, also has dramatically enhanced the consequences of such activity. See id. (noting that although “streaking may have been just a nuisance in its heyday, but it could be deemed a sexual offense today, just as a photo of an underwear-clad teen may now be considered child pornography”).
B. THE CONVERGENCE OF Sexting AND Cyberbullying

The detrimental effects of sexting greatly compound when teenagers use sexting as a tool for online bullying—what is popularly referred to as “cyberbullying” or “sending or posting harmful material or engaging in other forms of social aggression using the Internet or other digital technologies.” A significant difference exists between the exchange of explicit messages between two high-schoolers in a relationship—a sixteen-year-old girl sending a nude photo of herself to her boyfriend—and the use of sexting as a means of harassment—teen girls secretly taking and sending nude photos of a peer changing in a locker room. Whereas in the first instance both individuals voluntarily agreed to the production and distribution, the latter case involves images taken without the consent or control of those involved, and forwarded to large numbers of outsiders with malicious intent. A recent policy statement by the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) recognized the distinction between sexting and other forms of online harassment and exploitation, noting that “sexting is not the appropriate term to describe youth sending sexually explicit images of themselves to others as a result of blackmail, duress, coercion or enticement,” nor does it include “situations in which young people send sexually explicit images of themselves to adults.” To differentiate voluntary sexting with limited distribution from instances of online harassment, this Note refers to the later as “sextbullying,” a subset of the cyberbullying phenomenon. Although most of the publicly reported cases of sexting involve consensual sharing between teens in a relationship, there are increasingly more examples of sext messages used as tools of coercion and harassment.

Public accounts of two teenagers who committed suicide as a result of sexting incidents tragically illustrate the harms that can result when the lines between sexting and cyberbullying blur. The story of Jesse Logan placed the sexting issue squarely in the public spotlight in 2008. Logan, a high school student from Cincinnati, committed suicide after nude photos she sent to her...
boyfriend were forwarded to other teens and used to harass her.\textsuperscript{62} More recently, a Florida thirteen-year-old, Hope Witsell, committed suicide after facing months of incessant bullying by her middle-school peers stemming from a topless photo of herself she sexted to a boy she liked.\textsuperscript{63}

Several attributes of cyberbullying distinguish it from its counterpart in the physical world, and in some ways exacerbate the well-established harms of bullying.\textsuperscript{64} Simply put, online communities enforce fewer behavioral restraints than the offline world. The anonymity and pseudonymity offered by digital technologies, the viral nature of computer-based communications, and the difficulties in supervising youth activity online, compound the impacts of sexting in sextbullying cases.\textsuperscript{65} Besides not requiring the courage needed to confront someone in person, digital aggression is furthered by a disinhibition effect, whereby spatial distance insulates the aggressor from fully comprehending the harmful effect of his actions on the victim.\textsuperscript{66} Also, technologies like text messaging or e-mail forwarding dramatically amplify the wildfire effect of spoken rumors; in instances of sextbullying, viral digital transmission means that victims are humiliated over and over again, with the
harassment not limited to the school day or campus. The reliance of teens on their cell phones for social connectedness or for safety enhances the problem, as it makes them less likely to ever turn off their phones and escape the victimization. A lack of adult supervision also exacerbates cyberbullying harms. Because most teens are far more tech savvy than their caregivers, they may text freely without the concern that others will discover their bullying or victimization and restrict their access.

To the extent that sexting is used as a tool for online harassment, it presents a far more challenging set of issues than the more orthodox aforementioned sexting behavior. While the primary focus of this Note concerns the common circumstance of teenagers voluntarily producing and exchanging sexually explicit images in a closed circle, it is important to recognize the spectrum of sexting behaviors and the corresponding range of appropriate solutions. Remedies for addressing more typical sexting incidents may not be sufficient in a sextbullying case. This theme is revisited in Part IV’s discussion of a model framework for sexting legislation.

II. LEGAL RESPONSES TO SEXTING

In response to the phenomenon described in Part I, state authorities have taken a range of actions to limit sexting that reflect varying degrees of punitive intent. This Part analyzes the actions of local prosecutors, the courts, and legislators in addressing sexting and similar behaviors involving teenagers’ exchange of self-produced pornography.

A. PROSECUTORIAL DISCRETION AND COURTS’ RESPONSES TO SEXTING

Across the country, the discretion of local prosecutors drives a range of different outcomes in sexting cases. Responses range from police officers confiscating cell phones and offering education about the criminal consequences for involved students to more serious felony charges against the primary actors. In the New Jersey case, supra Part I, the fourteen-year-old girl charged with the distribution of child pornography for posting nude photos for her boyfriend on MySpace will face a prison sentence of up to seventeen years and the possibility of sex offender registration under the state’s equivalent of Megan’s Law, if convicted. Although the local
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prosecutor involved downplayed the likelihood that a minor without a
criminal record would be forced to register as a sex offender, the president of
the state’s County Prosecutors Association has commented about the need
for “very serious consequences” in response to this sort of teen behavior.Prosecutors, as elected officials, may experience intense pressure from
constituents on either side of the issue; they may be lobbied to express
leniency or could be overwhelmed with requests from parents of teen victims
insisting that another teen be prosecuted for the misconduct. Nothing in
child pornography laws exempts instances in which minors produce or
disseminate pornographic images of themselves. The definitions of these
offenses may vary across jurisdictions, but “criminal statutes typically
prohibit the production and dissemination of pornography featuring minors
in terms that are broad enough to apply to self-produced child
pornography.”

Although prosecutors may initially charge teens with child pornography
offenses in an effort to educate them about the dangers of sexual
exploitation on the Internet and to facilitate agreement to lesser penalties,
most teens end up with less extreme consequences, such as confiscation of a
phone, curfews, supervised Internet usage, and community service. Even though the number of reported cases involving teenagers sharing self-produced sexually explicit images is understandably few, some local
prosecutors have successfully sought child pornography charges in sexting-
like situations. And there is at least some appellate authority affirming
minors’ convictions for producing sexually explicit images of themselves.

In Iowa v. Canal, likely the first case explicitly upholding a “sexting”
prosecution, the Iowa Supreme Court recently affirmed an obscenity
conviction of an eighteen-year-old boy who sent an explicit photo of himself
to a fourteen-year-old friend, accompanied by a photograph of his face and
the message, “I love you.” The teenage boy sent the photograph only after
the girl repeatedly asked him to send the photo, which her parents later
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uncovered in the girl’s e-mail account and sent to the police. Reviewing a
jury verdict challenged on sufficiency of the evidence grounds, the Iowa
court found sufficient evidence to convict the eighteen-year-old of knowingly
disseminating obscene material to a minor, a misdemeanor requiring him to
register as a sex offender. Recognizing the latitude a jury has to determine
what constitutes obscenity for its own community under the Supreme
Court’s Miller test, the Iowa court found that the jury could find, applying
its own contemporary community standards, that “the material appealed to
the prurient interest, was patently offensive, and lacked serious literary,
scientific, political, or artistic value.”

Besides Canal, state courts have upheld child pornography convictions
for teenagers’ production and distribution of self-produced pornography
using technology such as e-mail and video cameras. These cases present
policy issues analogous, if not identical, to sexting using cell phones.

In A.H. v. State, a teenage girl’s conviction of a child pornography
offense after exchanging self-produced pornography over e-mail was upheld
by a Florida state appellate court. A sixteen-year-old female, A.H., and her
seventeen-year-old boyfriend took digital photos of themselves engaged in
“sexual behavior,” uploaded them to the girl’s home computer, and sent
them to the boy’s personal e-mail account. Although neither teen reportedly
showed the photos to a third party, they somehow made their way into the
hands of the police. On appeal, A.H. moved to dismiss the charges as an
unconstitutional violation of her privacy rights. Given the lack of a
significant age difference or any allegation that the pictures were shown to a
third party, A.H. argued that the only compelling state interest implicated in
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her conviction was protecting her and her co-defendant from engaging in sexual behavior until their minds and bodies matured. She further argued that pursuing that interest through a second-degree felony charge for child pornography distribution did not meet the “least intrusive means” test required under state law.

However, while the Florida Supreme Court previously recognized constitutional protection for consensual sexual activity between two sixteen-year-olds in *B.B. v. State*, the *A.H.* court found that this privacy right does not extend to situations where the “minor memorializes the act through pictures or video.” Distinguishing self-produced images of adults engaging in sexual behavior, the court argued that minors cannot reasonably expect that their relationships will continue and the photographs will not be shared with others unintentionally or intentionally, for “profit or bragging rights.”

Even if the *A.H.* court recognized a teen’s privacy right in the photos, it found an overriding, compelling state interest in the convictions, stating that “protecting children from exploitation in this statute is the same regardless of whether the person inducing the child to appear in a sexual performance and then promoting that performance is an adult or a minor.” Almost a decade earlier, a Florida appeals court reached a similar conclusion about the state’s interest in “protecting minors from exploitation by anyone who induces them to appear in a sexual performance,” recognizing the state’s interest in prosecuting a fifteen-year-old boy who videotaped himself and a younger minor engaged in sexual activity and then shared the tape with a friend when the girl was not present.

Convictions for sexting-like activity in other states have been affirmed on similar rationales. In an unpublished Washington state opinion from 2005, *State v. Vezzoni*, the court upheld a sixteen-year-old boy’s conviction for production and possession of child pornography where he took sexually explicit photos of his girlfriend and then showed them to classmates at school after the couple broke up. Appealing the charges, the boy argued
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that the legislature did not intend for child pornography statutes to apply in situations where teens capable of consenting to sexual activity take nude photos of each other.\footnote{Id. at *1.} The court found the plain meaning of the statute unambiguous in its applicability to juvenile offenders, noting the ease by which lawmakers could have created “different degrees of criminal liability on the basis of a specific age disparity between the offender and the victim” if that was their intent.\footnote{Id. at *2 (quoting State v. D.H., 9 P.3d 253, 256) (Wash. Ct. App. 2000).}

In a similar case, the Washington Court of Appeals upheld a juvenile conviction for the production of child pornography where a fifteen-year-old boy brought a video camera to high school and taped three female classmates voluntarily exposing their breasts on camera.\footnote{D.H., 9 P.3d at 254.} Though the court determined the boy’s behavior “fell squarely within the unambiguous statutory definition of sexual exploitation of a minor,” it acknowledged that the consequences were “arguably excessive” as applied to a youth “whose conduct lies on the periphery of concerns” that the legislature intended to address with the statute, but declared that “such policy arguments must be directed to the Legislature.”\footnote{Id. at 256–58.}

Cases like \textit{A.H.} and \textit{Vezzoni} prompted action from state legislators looking to moderate the “arguably excessive” penalties attached to sexting.\footnote{Id. at 257–58.} Relying on prosecutors to exercise reasonable discretion in sexting cases is not a desirable approach for several reasons.\footnote{See infra Section II.B.1.} First, states generally have not designed laws to specifically address teens’ transmission of self-produced explicit images, leaving many law enforcement authorities with the view that their only option is to charge teens under statutes designed to punish child pornography traffickers and sexual predators.\footnote{Id. at 256–58.} Indeed, one Internet safety expert described the recent use of child pornography law as “desperate acts by frustrated law enforcement officials.”\footnote{See infra Part IV.} Second, prosecutors pursuing harsh penalties for sexting teens may be motivated by constituent pressure or by a strong moral opposition to any form of teenage sexual activity, making their exercise of reasonable discretion unlikely. As the Utah Supreme Court noted in \textit{State ex. rel. Z.C.} in which the court overturned
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100. See infra Section II.B.1.
101. There are, of course, prosecutors developing reasonable responses to teen sexting. For further discussion of such an approach in Montgomery County, Ohio, see infra Part IV.
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the conviction of a thirteen-year-old boy for having consensual sex with a
twelve-year-old girl, where “there is no discernible victim that the law seeks
to protect,” “[t]he primary fail-safe against the absurd application of criminal
law is the wise employment of prosecutorial discretion, a quality that is
starkly absent in this case.”

Furthermore, data about prosecution rates for the related offense of
statutory rape reveals the hard-line response to teenage sexual activity
pursued by many prosecutors. A 1997 study by the American Bar
Association found that close to one-half of prosecutors surveyed report
“always” or “almost always” filing charges when receiving referrals of
statutory rape cases from law enforcement. In the Florida A.H. and the
Washington State Vezzoni cases, for example, prosecutors sought charges
under statutes with the most severe penalties—“[i]nstead of using
prosecutorial discretion wisely and charging the teenagers with charges that
fit the crime, prosecutors used statutes that potentially would classify the
teenagers as sex offenders.” In other instances, ambiguity over what
constitutes child pornography and the severe consequences associated with
the content may influence prosecutors to err on the side of seeking stringent
penalties. Although the Supreme Court held in Osborne v. Ohio that
“depictions of nudity, without more, constitute protected expression,”
lower courts found that images, even without nudity, can constitute child
pornography. Given the uncertainty about these definitions and the
inevitable leeway afforded judicial interpretations, “any teen who takes nude
or semi-nude pictures of herself is, as a practical matter, in definite legal
jeopardy.” And when a zealous prosecutor proceeds with child
pornography charges and secures a conviction, the statutes typically proscribe
mandatory minimum sentences which restrict a judge’s ability to exercise
leniency in sentencing.

104. State ex. rel. Z.C, 165 P.3d 1206, 1212, 1212 n.9 (Utah 2007).
105. Rigel Oliveri, Statutory Rape Law and Enforcement in the Wake of Welfare Reform, 52
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ADULT MALES AND YOUNG TEEN GIRLS: EXPLORING THE
LEGAL AND SOCIAL RESPONSES 22 (American Bar Ass’n Center on Children and the Law
106. Nix, supra note 7, at 189.
108. Humbach, supra note 20, at 2 n.16. See, e.g., United States v. Knox, 32 F.3d 733, 737
(3d Cir. 1994) (finding that “the federal child pornography statute, on its face, contains no
nudity . . . requirement”).
110. Smith, supra note 37, at 529.
A recent case litigated by the ACLU is a clear example of a prosecutor taking extraordinarily harsh measures in response to sexting.111 After discovering a string of sexting incidents at a local school, a Pennsylvania district attorney threatened to charge three teenage girls with the production of child pornography, felonies carrying prison time and mandatory sex-offender registration in Pennsylvania, unless their parents agreed to probation terms including drug testing and a five-week, ten-hour education program discussing “what it means to be a girl in today’s society.”112 While the district attorney offered the deal to avoid prosecution while still teaching the girls a lesson, the parents refused the terms.113 With the support of the ACLU, the parents sued for a temporary restraining order alleging violations of their constitutional rights stemming from the district attorney’s threatened retaliation if they refused to allow their children to attend the educational program.114 At issue in the litigation are two photographs featuring the teenagers, one showing two of the girls at the age of thirteen wearing white opaque bras, and a second photo showing a girl outside the shower with a towel below her chest, exposing her breasts.115 Among its arguments, the ACLU Complaint contended that “unless the photographs were produced by abusing or coercing the minors, which they were not, or they show the minors engaged in sexual activity or lasciviously displaying the genitals, and again they do not, the photos are expression protected by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.”116 At a March 2009 hearing, the district court found that there was a “reasonable likelihood” that the plaintiffs would prevail in the argument that the photographs are not illegal under Pennsylvania law, as “the images presented to the court do not appear to qualify in any way as depictions of prohibited sexual acts.”117

On appeal, the Third Circuit affirmed the injunctive relief offered the plaintiffs based on their retaliation claim, finding that the district attorney’s threats to pursue a child pornography prosecution after the parents and teenagers exercised their protected rights not to participate in the educational program was unconstitutional.118 Without addressing whether the sext messages constituted legal child pornography, the appellate court found the
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111. Zetter, supra note 7.
115. Miller, 605 F. Supp. 2d at 639.
district attorney’s actions were retaliatory based on his lack of probable cause in pursuing the conviction. 119 It found “no indication from this record” that the district attorney had evidence that the teenagers possessed or distributed the images. 120 As one commentator summed up the decision: the court recognized that in pursuing this sexting case, “a prosecutor had gone too far in trying to enforce adult moral standards.” 121

B. LEGISLATIVE RESPONSES

In the absence of state laws specifically designed to address sexting, a zealous prosecutor may always seek the most stringent charges possible, including convicting under offenses that carry a sex-offender registration requirement. 122 In response to prosecutors’ aggressive pursuit of child pornography charges in sexting cases, state legislators across the country have crafted a range of more tailored responses to sexting. 123 Four states passed new sexting laws in 2009, and at least fifteen other states have introduced sexting legislation since 2009. 124

1. Enacted Laws

a) Vermont

Vermont lawmakers’ recent efforts to pass sexting legislation underscore some of the highly divergent views in the debate. In the wake of several high-profile sexting cases in the national media in which teens were charged with child pornography offenses, the Vermont Senate took up the issue in early 2009, adopting an approach later criticized for “legalizing” sexting. 125 The Vermont Senate bill established an exemption for the production, distribution, and possession of child pornography where the individuals involved are between the ages of thirteen and nineteen, and “the child

119. Id., at *10.
120. Id.
122. See Nix, supra note 7, at 187.
123. Information on state legislation is current as of March 15, 2010 and does not reflect subsequent legislative developments occurring thereafter. Note that the following survey also does not include those states which have passed or proposed laws to address the use of text message services by sexual predators to contact children, which is a problem distinct from sexting as discussed here. See supra note 16.
125. Adam Silverman, Legalizing Teen ‘Sexting’ Considered, BURLINGTON FREE PRESS, Apr. 12, 2009, at C01.
knowingly and voluntarily and without threat or coercion, used an electronic communication device to transmit an image of himself or herself to the person."\(^{126}\)

Although the bill contained a provision explicitly stating that prosecutors can pursue charges under the state’s voyeurism statute,\(^{127}\) it came under fire as some advocates publicly questioned whether the “proposal crosses the line between legalizing a common practice among teens experimenting with sexuality and protecting predators who target and exploit youngsters.”\(^{128}\) Following the Senate bill’s passage, the NCMEC expressed reservations about the unintended consequences of immunizing genuine sex predators from prosecution: “our concern is that decriminalizing sexting is a blanket response that is too broad a problem not to be handled on a case-by-case basis.”\(^{129}\) In response to criticism of his bill, the chairman of the Vermont Senate Judiciary Committee wrote an editorial clarifying that the Senate was not “condoning teenage sexting” and asserting its position: “The question is do we want to treat the 20 percent of teens who participate in such behavior as serious felons within our criminal justice system or should we treat it as the societal problem that it is. . . . [W]e have chosen the latter.”\(^{130}\)

After the public outcry about the Senate’s bill, which necessitated lawmakers defending their approach on national television,\(^{131}\) the Vermont House of Representatives took a slightly different tactic, creating a new misdemeanor offense that explicitly precludes prosecution under child pornography statutes for sexting offenses. Its version of the sexting bill creates a new offense where a minor “knowingly and voluntarily and without threat or coercion use[s] a computer or electronic communication device to transmit an indecent visual depiction of himself or herself to another person” or the possession of such a transmitted depiction, with an exemption from prosecution where “the person [takes] reasonable steps, whether successful
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127. S. 125 (“[t]his subsection shall not be construed to prohibit a prosecution under section 2605 of this title (voyeurism”).
128. Silverman, supra note 125, at C01.
or not, to destroy or eliminate the visual depiction.\textsuperscript{132} The legislation specifically exempts minors from prosecution under the states’ child pornography laws and any applicable sex offender registration requirements and specifies that first-time offenders be tried for delinquency in family court as juveniles and referred to the state’s juvenile diversion program.\textsuperscript{133} Discussing his bill after its passage through the House, the Judiciary Committee chairman explained the committee’s interest in “mak[ing] it clear that [sexting] is not something that’s appropriate,” in expanding state attorneys’ options “from doing absolutely nothing to using the new provisions that we provided,” and in keeping participants “outside of the sex offenders registry where they do not belong.”\textsuperscript{134}

In early May 2009, a joint conference committee resolved the differences between the two bills, largely adopting the House approach in the enacted version.\textsuperscript{135} In September 2009, state prosecutors dropped the sexting charges against an eighteen-year-old boy who allegedly directed two teenage girls to videotape or photograph themselves performing sex acts and then send him the material, influenced in part by the state legislature’s action to reduce the penalties associated with sexting.\textsuperscript{136}

b) Nebraska

While avoiding the pitfall of invoking public criticism about “legalizing sexting,” Nebraska passed a law that takes a similarly lenient approach to teenage sexting by providing an affirmative defense under certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{137} According to the state Attorney General, Jon Bruning, Nebraska does not “want to treat childish behavior as criminal activity.”\textsuperscript{138} Legislative Bill 97, signed in May 2009, creates an affirmative defense for the possession of child pornography if: (a) the image portrays no person other than the defendant;\textsuperscript{139} or (b) the defendant was less than nineteen, the image

\textsuperscript{133} Id.
\textsuperscript{137} L.B. 97, 101st Leg., 1st Sess. § 15(3) (Neb. 2009).
portrays only a teen older than fifteen and was “knowingly and voluntarily” created and provided to the defendant by the teen in the image, and “the defendant has not provided or made available the visual depiction to another person except the child depicted who originally sent the visual depiction to the defendant.” However, if a person forwards an explicit text they receive to a non-participant, then he or she would face liability for the full range of child pornography charges available under state law. In a move that may have contributed to the political success of the Nebraska affirmative defense, the drafters of the bill also included provisions strengthening penalties for sex offenders’ use of social networking cites and cell phones to exploit children. As the sponsor of the legislation described the bill’s intent, it sought “to protect children from sexual predators by strengthening penalties and bringing Nebraska’s laws up to date. As technology changes Internet predators find new avenues to pursue their victims . . . Nebraska’s justice system must keep pace.”

c) Utah

Legislators in Utah also took early action to deal with the issue of teen sexting, although their remedy reflects a more heavy-handed approach. Reacting to public concern about a series of incidents in the state involving nineteen teenagers taking nude pictures of themselves and then sending these photos to their friends, the Utah legislature initiated efforts to lessen the penalties associated with sexting in 2008. According to one lawmaker in the state Senate, the legislation was prompted in part by parents interfering in law enforcement investigations when they did not want their children charged with felonies for sexting.

Utah’s bill, passed in March 2009, modifies the state’s harmful-to-minors statute to create a lesser misdemeanor offense for prosecutors to use in pursuing sexting cases instead of charging teens with felonies. Although
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146. UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-10-1206 (2009) (concerning “[d]ealing in material harmful to a minor”).
the legislation maintains a sex offender registration requirement for those convicted, it presents some effort at lightening penalties.\textsuperscript{148} Under the amendment, teens under the age of sixteen face a lighter-weight class B misdemeanor charge for sending pornographic materials, teens sixteen and seventeen years old face a class A misdemeanor charge for sending pornographic materials, and those eighteen years and older who solicit a younger person to send pornographic or harmful material could be charged with a third-degree felony.\textsuperscript{149} The law also assigns penalties of increasing severity to offenders based on their age when they committed the offense.\textsuperscript{150} According to the drafters of the legislation, the bill reflects an effort to give prosecutors more options, beyond felony charges, when youth of certain ages sext, taking “into account an individual’s age, maturity and level of sophistication.”\textsuperscript{151}

Some criticize Utah’s use of age distinctions to address the severity of the sexting offense, as opposed to focusing on the actual conduct in an inappropriate situation and fitting the punishment to the crime.\textsuperscript{152} Focusing on age does not solve the problem created in assigning a disproportionately harsh penalty to a sexting offense, and “[t]o statutorily draw a line that creates differences in punishment between two friends that engage in the same behavior ignores the realities of teenage life.”\textsuperscript{153} Instead, the Utah law might have considered demarcating the degrees of punishment based on conduct and whether the activity was voluntary: “[A] better approach would require the law to draw the line between consensual behavior and intentional infliction of harm instead of focusing solely on age.”\textsuperscript{154}

d) North Dakota

Compared to the other three states taking action on sexting in 2009, North Dakota took the most hard-line approach.\textsuperscript{155} Passed in August 2009, the state’s sexting law adds a new section to its obscenity law\textsuperscript{156} creating a class B misdemeanor offense for a person who knowingly acquires and distributes any image of a nude or partially denuded figure “created without
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\textsuperscript{155} Talia Buford, Bill Would Ease Penalty for ‘Sexting’, PROVIDENCE JOURNAL, Mar. 2, 2010 (comparing sexting laws passed in Vermont, Utah, Nebraska and North Dakota and finding the North Dakota law the most severe in its assignment of penalties).
the consent of the subject of the image.\textsuperscript{157} A more serious class A misdemeanor applies where a person distributes or publishes a nude or partially nude image “with the intent to cause emotional harm or humiliation to any individual depicted” or where a person distributes or publishes the image after receiving notice of a lack of consent from the individual depicted or a parent or guardian of that individual.\textsuperscript{158}

2. \textit{Some Laws Under Consideration}\textsuperscript{159}

a) Ohio

Lawmakers in Ohio also recently introduced a bill to create more reasonable penalties for sexting.\textsuperscript{160} Importantly, the proposal has the support of Cynthia Logan, the mother of the Ohio teenager who committed suicide after experiencing intense harassment from classmates who circulated a naked photo of her, originally sent to her boyfriend, around her school.\textsuperscript{161} The Logan case generated considerable national press and contributed to the uptick in media and legislative interest in sexting.\textsuperscript{162} Under current Ohio child pornography law, sexting teens could be charged with a second-degree felony and classified as sex offenders for illegal use of a minor in nudity-oriented material or performance.\textsuperscript{163} The new sexting offense, captured in a provision to be added as Section 2907.324 to the state code, would punish teens who create, exchange, receive, or possess nude materials with misdemeanors, requiring time in juvenile detention centers and counseling or attendance at educational programs, and removing the sex offender registration requirement.\textsuperscript{164} Echoing the concerns voiced in other states, Ohio State Representative Ronald Maag, the bill’s sponsor, described the legislation’s intent as “giv[ing] prosecutors direction in how to deal with the matter”
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\textsuperscript{164} H.B. 132.
without resorting to felony child pornography charges for “stupid” teen behavior.\textsuperscript{165}

\hspace{1em}b) Illinois

In Illinois, lawmakers recently introduced an anti-sexting bill that takes an approach distinct from other states. The proposed provision would not charge the person who appears in the explicit photo, but would penalize anyone who forwards the image.\textsuperscript{166} Specifically, the proposed legislation creates a new misdemeanor for “a minor under 17 years of age to knowingly disseminate any material that depicts nudity or other sexual conduct by electronic transfer or capture of images of the person’s self image or image of another minor under 17 years of age.”\textsuperscript{167} Furthermore, the Illinois proposal creates a new felony where a person engages in sexting with malicious intent:

It is unlawful for a minor under 17 years of age to knowingly obtain an image in violation of [these provisions] and distribute the image or images by means of uploading the nude image on an Internet website with the intent to injure the reputation of the other person or with the intent to cause emotional distress to the other person and to maintain an Internet website or webpage which is accessible to one or more third parties for a period of at least 24 hours.\textsuperscript{168}

Notably, the new felony offense for using sexting as a means of harassment does not carry a sex offender registration requirement. As Illinois State Representative Darlene Senger, who introduced the bill, noted, “[t]he consequences in this bill will prevent teenagers from making the same mistake twice, while ensuring that their name and picture does not end up on the Illinois Sex Offender registry for the rest of their lives.”\textsuperscript{169}

c) New Jersey

Legislators in New Jersey have focused their efforts on rehabilitative approaches to sexting emphasizing juvenile adjudication and education. New Jersey Senate Bill 2926, introduced June 15, 2009, “[c]reates diversionary

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{167} Id. § 11-27(a).
\item \textsuperscript{168} Id. § 11-27(c).
\end{itemize}
program for juveniles who are criminally charged for ‘sexting’ or posting sexual images. Those teens who have not been previously adjudicated delinquent for a criminal offense or convicted of a criminal offense under state law and “were not aware that their actions could constitute and did not have the intent to commit a criminal offense,” qualify for a state Attorney General-created comprehensive education program designed to provide teenagers with information about the legal consequences of and penalties for sexting or posting sexual pictures online, including the applicable federal and State statutes; the non-legal consequences of sexting or posting such pictures, including, but not limited to, the effect on relationships, loss of educational and employment opportunities, and being barred or removed from school programs and extracurricular activities; how the unique characteristics of cyberspace and the Internet can produce long-term and unforeseen consequences for sexting and posting such photographs; and the connection between bullying and cyber-bullying and juveniles sexting or posting sexual images.

Another legislative proposal introduced in New Jersey, Senate Bill 2925, would require schools and cell phone retailers to create education programs that warn youths about the potential harm accompanying sexting. Following the pattern in other states, in which a local sexting incident prompts legislative action, legislators introduced the bill after local authorities charged a teenager with a child pornography felony for posting about thirty photos of herself on MySpace. According to the sponsor, the legislation’s focus on education is necessary as, “[y]oung people, especially teen girls, need to understand that sending inappropriate pictures is not only potentially illegal, but can leave an indelible mark on them socially and educationally.”

A third proposal introduced in New Jersey also adopts an education-oriented approach. Senate Bill 2923 requires school districts to disseminate
information annually to students and parents or guardians about the risks involved in electronically distributing sexually explicit images.\textsuperscript{175}

d) Indiana and Virginia

In a more cautious move, several states initiated studies on the issue in 2009. The Indiana legislature adopted legislation in April 2009 to direct the state’s sentencing policy study committee to explore the sexting issue.\textsuperscript{176} The legislature’s resolution urged the sentencing policy committee to review:

\begin{enumerate}
\item the use of cellular telephones to send explicit photographs and video (“sexting”), especially by children;
\item the psychology of sexuality and sexual development;
\item the psychology of sexual deviants and deviancy; and
\item the mental development of children and young adults and how this affects the ability to make certain judgments; as these issues apply to sex offenses covered by Indiana statutes
\end{enumerate}

and then to “consider revisions to these statutes based on the results of its study.”\textsuperscript{177}

Virginia legislators expressed a similar discomfort with prosecuting teenagers under child pornography laws for sending nude images of themselves through a computer or cell phone. The Virginia General Assembly accordingly requested that the state crime commission study the sexting issue and offer legislative recommendations for the 2010 session.\textsuperscript{178} Such a recommendation gives legislators more time to study a nascent issue before proposing the right remedy for an offense not under consideration when state anti-child pornography statutes were crafted. As the Co-Chair of the Crime Commission, Senator Kenneth Stolle noted, “I don’t know any member of the General Assembly who a year ago knew what sexting was. I think the concern is we actually have behavior that has not been contemplated by the statutes or by the General Assembly.”\textsuperscript{179}

As explored, supra, close to one-fifth of states undertook legislative action on sexting in the last year—a strong testament to the public attention focused on this issue. These responses range in focus from providing
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prosecutors with more lenient offenses for charging sexters, to authorizing
more study of the issue, to proposing new educational resources for students
and parents to learn more about the potential harms of sexting. At the same
time, the vast majority of states ignored the uptick in sexting, leaving
prosecutors in those states with few tools to discipline teenage offenders
except woefully inadequate child pornography statutes. Part III examines the
policy issues that states must balance in order to prudently address the
sexting issue.

III. POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

Developing a response to teenage sexting that discourages the behavior
while appropriately responding to the magnitude of the harms is challenging.
To date, the incidence of state prosecutors pursuing child pornography
charges against sexting teens suggests that a balanced response is too often
abandoned in favor of harsh and inflexible policies disproportionate to the
harms at issue. Such responses may also disregard important public policy
issues implicated in sexting cases.

A. BALANCING THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND SEXTING HARMs

Child pornography, which subjects children to unimaginable harm in the
creation of the images, differs markedly from sexting, where the images
reflect consensual, and likely legal, activity. 180 Although state prosecutors
pursue child pornography charges against sexting teens, some legal scholars
question whether the Supreme Court decisions excluding child pornography
from First Amendment protection, mainly to prevent youth from being
victims of sexual abuse in the production of explicit materials, apply to
images produced voluntarily by teens without exploitation. 181

For good reason, child pornography is categorically denied protection
under the First Amendment. New York v. Ferber established that regardless of
the obscenity analysis, sexually explicit images of children lie outside the
protections of the First Amendment. 182 The Court grounded this exclusion in
the need to prevent the “sexual exploitation and abuse of children” that

180. Whether the underlying activity is legal will depend on the nature of the activity, the
ages of the participants, and the jurisdiction, and applicable statutory rape law, in which the
activity is taking place. Of course, this policy issue is not applicable in sexting instances that
involve coercion.

181. Humbach, supra note 20, at 5 (“It is a question, therefore, whether the categorical
exclusion can be suitably understood to include materials produced under entirely different
circumstances, where the originally motivating harms may be absent and the brunt of
suppression can savage the lives and future prospects of the very people whom the laws are
supposed to protect.”).

occurs in the production of the materials—a “government objective of surpassing importance.” The images themselves are “intrinsically related” to the sexual abuse of the child and constitute a “permanent record” of the exploitation. Ferber did not clearly limit the categorical exclusion of First Amendment protection to child pornography that perpetuates the harms of child exploitation, finding that a statute could fall within the unprotected category that “does not threaten the harms sought to be combated by the State.” The Court later modified this analysis in Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition. In Ashcroft, the Court considered whether Ferber applied to “virtual child pornography,” or “sexually explicit images that appear to depict minors but were produced without using any real children,” in considering the constitutionality of a federal statute criminalizing such materials. In establishing full protection under the First Amendment for virtual pornography, the Court’s analysis “seems to presuppose that the unprotected category is not merely justified but also shaped on the particular harms that motivated its creation.” Finding that the ban on virtual pornography “prohibits speech that records no crime and creates no victims by its production,” the Court arguably clarified that the Ferber ban on child pornography applies in instances where there is a close link between the suppressed speech and imminent criminal activity underlying that speech.

In the case of sexting, the harms underlying the speech denied constitutional protection in Ferber, which focused on the “exploitation” of children, differ significantly from teens’ self-produced pornography. Although there is much to learn about the psychological effects of voluntary sexting on teens, “there is no reason to think they are similar in nature or degree to the outrageously exploitative and abusive harms relied on in Ferber.” Besides the primary exploitation of those children appearing in child pornography, missing in sexting cases, Ferber also recognized that “the
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materials produced are a permanent record of the children’s participation and the harm to the child is exacerbated by their circulation.”

Though this harm may apply in sexting cases where the images exchanged between teens circulate outside the intended audience with a “haunting” effect on the participants, the lack of sexual exploitation in sexting factually distinguishes the degree of this harm from the regulatory interest of “surpassing importance” central to *Ferber.*

Proponents of prosecuting youth who self-produce pornography under child pornography statutes also argue that a youth’s self-produced pornography harms other children because the new images enlarge the market for child pornography and may be used by offenders to groom new victims.

However, in analyzing the constitutionality of state efforts to suppress speech in *Ashcroft,* the Court rejected a similar harm argument about virtual child pornography causing future acts of molestation by pedophiles, concluding that such harm was too indirect: the “mere tendency of speech to encourage unlawful acts is not a sufficient reason for banning it.” Where there is no crime underlying sexting, prosecutions of teenagers under child pornography laws essentially criminalize “the acts of recording, documenting and communicating—in effect making crimes out of essentially pure expression.”

Further, *Ashcroft* suggests that “statutes that suppress speech will ordinarily have to be justified by a purpose to prevent acts that are not merely harmful, but are harmful enough to be crimes.”

Ultimately, it is unlikely that courts will treat sexting images differently than other sexually explicit images of minors, given the state’s interest, as articulated in the Florida and Washington juvenile cases involving e-mails and videotapes, in preventing the production and dissemination of any images of minors engaged in explicit activity. However, reviewing the Supreme Court’s previously articulated rationales for criminalizing child pornography, mainly preventing the exploitation of youth, suggests caution in categorically excluding sexting from First Amendment protection. Though evidence may emerge showing that sexting exploits teens, and those harms warrant a denial of protection under the First Amendment, this topic has yet
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to be studied. Meanwhile, it is important to note that the child protection objective underlying the criminalization of child pornography may not justify the regulation of sexting.

B. RECOGNIZING TEEN PRIVACY

A second policy interest worth examining concerns the privacy values implicated in sexting and teenagers’ rights to autonomy. While the government certainly restricts minors’ personal liberties more than adults’, American jurisprudence recognizes that teens have some rights of privacy and decisional autonomy; Supreme Court decisions about contraception and state laws addressing minors’ access to medical services reflect these rights.

Generally speaking, the extent to which states protect minors’ privacy rights in their sexual activity varies widely and depends largely on the age of the participants. For example, in B.B. v. State, described supra Part II, the Florida Supreme Court found that a minor has a legitimate expectation of privacy in intimate personal activities and that the state failed to meet its burden of proving that a statute criminalizing consensual sex between two sixteen-year-olds furthered a compelling state interest through the least intrusive means (the applicable test in Florida). In contrast to laws that might prohibit adults from engaging in sexual activity with minors, which implicate the state’s interest in preventing the sexual exploitation of children, the Florida Supreme Court found that the state’s interest was grounded in “reasons of health and quality of life.” This state interest did not justify imposing criminal sanctions on minors engaging in consensual sex. Other
states have reached opposing conclusions about the privacy rights of a minor to engage in consensual sexual activity with another minor. In *In re T.A.J.*, a California appellate court upheld the misdemeanor conviction of a sixteen-year-old boy accused of having sex with a fourteen-year-old girl, rejecting the youth’s argument that he could not be charged under a statute intended to protect him. In that case, the court found that “despite the fact that minors have privacy rights under California’s constitution—and regardless of the fact that many minors are sexually active—minors in California do not have a constitutionally protected right of privacy to engage in sexual intercourse.”

Of course, no court has found that minors have a privacy right to engage in sex with adults, nor that teens have a general privacy right in sexual activity on par with adults. But where the minors engaging in consensual sexual activity are close in age, reformed statutory rape laws either decriminalize such activity or dramatically lower the penalties. More generally, statutory rape laws have fallen into disuse with the recognition of the increased level of sexual activity among teenagers and more permissive societal attitudes toward sex.

This trend toward the recognition of some teenage right to privacy in instances of consensual sexual activity between participants of similar age warrants caution against assigning severe penalties in the typical sexting case. Although courts addressing the issue of minors self-producing pornography have universally found the state’s interest in combating child pornography to trump any privacy right of teens, there may be reason to revisit this conclusion as researchers learn more about the effects of sexting and its distinctions from child pornography. As the dissent recognized in *A.H.*, where two sixteen-year-olds memorialized legal sexual activity in the context of a relationship and intended to keep the photographs private, a teens’ right to privacy arguably should trump any state interest in preventing exploitation under some circumstances.
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206. 73 Cal. Rptr. 2d 331, 339 (Ct. App. 1998) (holding that “a minor does not have a legitimate expectation of privacy to engage in consensual sexual activity with another minor”); see Oliveri, *supra* note 105, at 487.
208. *Id.* at 488.
209. *Id.* at 486 (noting that “minors are subject to more restrictive state control than adults”).
211. See Oliveri, *supra* note 105, at 467–68. But see *id.* at 474–75 (noting that this trend has been counterbalanced by actions in some states to raise the age of consent, enhance penalties for certain kinds of statutory rape, such as adult males’ sexual involvement with teenage girls, and generally increase enforcement of existing laws).
212. See *A.H.*, 949 So. 2d at 239–41 (Padovano, J., dissenting) (finding that the defendant teenager “stands accused of nothing more than taking photographs of herself and
are warranted to address teens’ recording of sexual encounters, statutory rape laws are more likely than child pornography statutes to provide an appropriate punishment.213

C. ENSURING PROPORTIONALITY IN PUNISHMENT

A final policy consideration in determining the appropriate response to sexting concerns the need for proportionality. Assigning sex felony charges to teens that produce and distribute provocative images of themselves disproportionately vilifies the underlying behavior, which in many instances is legal sexual activity at least partially protected by state constitutional rights to privacy.

A fundamental principle underlying the American criminal justice system is the notion of moral blameworthiness as the critical determinant of punishment, including the determination of who may be criminally punished and how much punishment convicted offenders should receive. In other words, “[t]o be justified, criminal punishment should be proportional to the blameworthiness of the defendant’s offense; those who are convicted should be punished in accordance with their degree of fault.”214

Legislators enacted child pornography laws authorizing severe penalties for producers and distributors to address the “unspeakable harm” caused to children in the creation of these images.215 This harm of conventional child pornography is compounded by the young age of most victims and the anxiety they experience from having such horrific abuse permanently captured in images that might emerge at any time.216 By design, these “severe and inflexible” laws authorize sentences up to forty years and often utilize mandatory minimums to limit the extent to which judges can exercise leniency.217 A felony conviction alone is a serious crime that makes it difficult for released individuals to participate in civil society, including finding work, voting, receiving a clearance for security jobs, serving as a juror, holding public office, possessing a firearm, or receiving licensure in certain professions.218 Furthermore, under the Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act (SORNA) in the Adam Walsh Child Protection and Safety Act of 2006, states are required to impose registration requirements on
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213. Smith, supra note 37, at 528.
214. Id. at 508 n.6.
215. Id. at 516.
216. Id. at 516–17.
217. Id. at 529.
218. Muscari, supra note 12.
anyone fourteen years of age or older who is convicted of a child pornography offense.\textsuperscript{219}

Simply put, the state’s valid interest in preventing the production and distribution of sexually explicit images of minors does not justify using the bluntness of child pornography statutes to address sexting. Given available data on the scope of teen sexting and applicable laws covering the production, possession, and distribution of child pornography, one scholar estimates that “as many as 40-50\% or more of otherwise law-abiding American teenagers are already felony sex offenders under current law,”\textsuperscript{220} raising significant public policy concerns about the broadly sweeping consequences of using child pornography statutes to discipline sexting.\textsuperscript{221}

Statistically, most teens involved in sexting incidents are likely older minors. The median age at which U.S. teenagers become sexually active is 16.9 for boys and 17.4 for girls.\textsuperscript{222} Punishing sexting minors who could legally marry in many states under harsh statutes designed to punish sexual predators may not be an efficient use of state resources. In the words of one former federal cybercrimes prosecutor, using child pornography laws to prosecute sexting offenses “turns the whole statute on its head.”\textsuperscript{223}

Furthermore, even where minors are prosecuted in juvenile courts, conviction for child pornography offenses is invariably accompanied by a sex offender registration requirement.\textsuperscript{224} The stigmatization, as well as the practical constraints imposed on registered sex offenders in terms of where they can legally live and work, would create an almost unbearable burden for any teenager.\textsuperscript{225} Given the public nature of online registration databases, and the community notification systems that exist in many states, a sexting

\textsuperscript{219} The Act defines “convicted” to include those: adjudicated delinquent as a juvenile for that offense, but only if the offender is 14 years of age or older at the time of the offense and the offense adjudicated was comparable to or more severe than aggravated sexual abuse . . . or was an attempt or conspiracy to commit such an offense.

\textsuperscript{220} See also 42 U.S.C. § 16913 (2006) (detailing registry requirements for convicted sex offenders).

\textsuperscript{221} See National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, supra note 59 (stating that “a blanket policy of charging all youth with juvenile or criminal violations will [not] remedy the problem of sexting”).

\textsuperscript{222} Kaiser Family Found., supra note 50, at 1. See also Smith, supra note 37, at 524.

\textsuperscript{223} Zetter, supra note 54 (quoting Mark Rasch).

\textsuperscript{224} See supra note 219 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{225} Smith, supra note 37, at 538–39 (“[A]s sex offender registries have taken off, states and local governments have been engaged in an unseemly race to the bottom, trying, in effect, to outdo each other with increasingly draconian residency restrictions aimed at registered sex offenders.”).
teenager convicted of child pornography may be ostracized by classmates.\textsuperscript{226} In some cases, the ensuing harassment and bullying at school might exacerbate the conditions that prompted the sexting in the first instance.\textsuperscript{227} Authorities must also consider the permanence of child pornography charges, as sex offender registration will tarnish a youth’s record for life.\textsuperscript{228}

IV. ELEMENTS OF A MODEL LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE

A survey of the approaches to sexting taken to date by state legislators and a review of the relevant policy issues at stake suggest the need for a cautious response. Although states developing new legislation must tailor it to existing statutes addressing the exchange of sexually explicit materials, the following elements should be considered in new legislative proposals.

A. CONSIDERATIONS IN ADDRESSING TYPICAL SEXTING INCIDENTS

Most importantly, directing sexting teenagers to juvenile court, and exempting convicted teens from sex-offender registration statutes, will give juvenile adjudicators the flexibility they need to craft appropriate penalties. Particularly in the case of first-time offenders, where the conduct at issue most likely represents a youthful indiscretion rather than exploitation, adjudicating sexting teens in juvenile court provides the most appropriate response to the injury. The mainstream criminal justice system, and penalties created for serious sex offenses, is far too blunt an instrument to resolve a problem that reflects modern teenage life more than a cyber-crime epidemic.\textsuperscript{229}

The juvenile court system may offer further opportunity for more rehabilitative, rather than punitive, responses to sexting. For example, in Montgomery County, Ohio, the local prosecutor and juvenile court created a Prosecutor’s Juvenile Diversion Program, under which local juveniles charged with sexting are screened to determine eligibility for diversion from traditional juvenile court proceedings.\textsuperscript{230} Factors considered in making these determinations include:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{226} See Smith, supra note 37, at 536–37.
\item \textsuperscript{227} As part of registration, teens’ names, pictures, and offenses of conviction will be available online, making it “difficult to see how minors returning to school after a conviction in juvenile court can even begin to reintegrate into school when students are gossiping and teasing them about the sexually explicit . . . pictures they made.” Id. at 536–37.
\item \textsuperscript{228} See Mathis & Aisner, supra note 69, at A1 (describing the considerations of Michigan authorities in charging a fourteen-year-old girl involved in a sexting incident with a child pornography offense, which carries a strict sex-offender registration requirement in the state).
\item \textsuperscript{229} See Lithwick, supra note 55.
\item \textsuperscript{230} Heck, supra note 22, at 29.
\end{itemize}
whether the juvenile has any prior sexual offenses, whether any type of force or illicit substances were used to secure the photos, whether the juvenile has been involved in this particular diversionary program previously, or if there is strong opposition by the victim or law enforcement to the juvenile being involved in a diversionary program.\textsuperscript{231}

The diversion program requires juveniles to complete a minimum of six months of supervision, relinquish their cell phones, perform community service, and complete an educational component focused on responsible use of the Internet and communications technologies, the legal ramifications of their conduct, and age-appropriate sexual boundaries.\textsuperscript{232} Upon successful completion of the program, any pending charges against the juvenile are dropped or dismissed.\textsuperscript{233} The Ohio program addresses the first-time offender involved in sexting—the teenager who does not realize the illegality of his or her actions—and who is “unlikely to re-offend after being educated on the legal ramifications and the possible long term affects on the victim.”\textsuperscript{234} The program recognizes, as the founding attorney notes, that “in some cases, charging a juvenile with a felony and labeling them a sexual offender when their actions were clearly a result of poor judgment and ignorance of the law seems harsh for first-time offenders” and the notion that this activity is “best addressed by education and parental involvement.”\textsuperscript{235}

Further, in instances where local prosecutors want to pursue criminal charges, crafting penalties outside of sex offense statutes is critical to avoiding mandatory sex-offender registration requirements wildly disproportionate to sexting harms. Compliance with the Adam Walsh Act, and receipt of the federal funding attached to the law, requires states to mandate that convicted sex offenders enroll in state registries.\textsuperscript{236} In Virginia, juvenile and domestic relations court judges retain discretion over whether to require juveniles adjudicated delinquent to register as sex offenders, but “[t]his discretion continues to be at odds with the requirements of the Adam Walsh Act.”\textsuperscript{237} In deciding whether to charge sexting teenagers with offenses carrying registration requirements, states should also consider the significant costs associated with mandating registration for an increasingly large pool of
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\item \textsuperscript{236} Michael F. Caldwell et al., \textit{An Examination of the Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act as Applied to Juveniles: Evaluating the Ability to Predict Sexual Recidivism}, 14 PSYCHOL. PUB. POL'Y & L. 89, 89–90 (2008).
\item \textsuperscript{237} See Block, supra note 178, at 61.
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offenders, including those juveniles convicted of sexting crimes. Strong empirical evidence further supports the argument for leniency, as juveniles sex offenders rarely re-offend.\footnote{Id. ("In Virginia, for example, the [Department of Juvenile Justice] DJJ has reported that between the fiscal years 2002 and 2006, 513 juvenile sex offenders were released from DJJ facilities. By the conclusion of the 2007 fiscal year, only thirteen of those who were released had been convicted of a new sex offense." (internal citations omitted)).} This suggests that however serious the injury one might attribute to sexting, recidivism concerns should not bolster harsh punishment regimes.

Besides avoiding the consequences of sex-offender registration, creating new offenses that specifically target sexting will enable legislators to avoid the public perception that offenders are going unpunished or that new laws create loopholes for exploitation. The backlash experienced by the Vermont legislature in creating an exemption to sexting under the state’s child pornography statutes may instruct other states.\footnote{See supra Section II.B.1.a.} While media reports create the impression that most Americans share the belief that sexting teenagers should not receive the same treatment as sex offenders, popular opinions are far from uniform.\footnote{For example, consider the outcry about Vermont’s attempt to “legalize” sexting. See supra notes 128-129.} Creating a tailored offense to adjudicate first-time offenders as delinquent in juvenile court of a misdemeanor may help avoid controversy. Criticism that a sexting misdemeanor will somehow allow serious sexual exploitation to go unpunished—that, as Virginia Delegate David Albo has cautioned, you “change the law and create a loophole for child molesters”\footnote{Meola, supra note 179, at A1.}—can also be blunted by narrowly defining the crime at issue. For example, crafting the offense to recognize the age difference between participants can help to distinguish those offenses more likely to reflect exploitation than the far more innocent variety of similarly-aged teenagers voluntarily sharing images between co-participants. An age spread of more than three years more likely reflects the presence of coercion, taking the offense outside the realm of the more conventional sexting discussed in this Note.

State authorities could also go a long way in lessening the likelihood that teenagers committing youthful indiscretions will be treated as felony sex offenders by encouraging prosecutors to exercise reasonable discretion in bringing cases. The appropriate mechanism for communicating this message may vary by state, but a clear policy statement from an Attorney General is likely to be influential in disciplining the zealous prosecutor bent on pursuing the most hard-line penalties against sexting teens.
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238. Id. ("In Virginia, for example, the [Department of Juvenile Justice] DJJ has reported that between the fiscal years 2002 and 2006, 513 juvenile sex offenders were released from DJJ facilities. By the conclusion of the 2007 fiscal year, only thirteen of those who were released had been convicted of a new sex offense." (internal citations omitted)).

239. See supra Section II.B.1.a.

240. For example, consider the outcry about Vermont’s attempt to “legalize” sexting. See supra notes 128-129.

Finally, any effective policy response must also involve an education component directed towards teenagers, parents, and educators. While social science research on sexting is quite nascent, anecdotal evidence suggests that most teenagers charged with criminal offenses in sexting cases did not foresee the consequences. Efforts to incorporate sexting resources into existing Internet and technology safety programs are already underway. For example, schools now crack down on sexting by banning the behavior in codes of conduct, with punishments ranging from mandatory conferences with parents and administrators to new community-based workshops to educate students, parents, and teachers about the dangers of sharing personal information online. Other schools follow the advice of Internet safety experts and require parents and students to sign a contract agreeing to certain conditions regarding the use of cell phones or other personal digital devices on campus, in an effort to ensure that students are aware that sexting is illegal and that their use of technology complies with school disciplinary codes. Although impulsive reactions like banning teenagers’ access to cell phones might provide the easiest short-term solution, they will likely do nothing to address the underlying cause of the behavior.

Other government-funded programs and non-profit organizations are focused on addressing the deficit of knowledge about the risks involved in sexting. As one model, the New South Wales government in Australia recently launched an educational campaign to warn children about the “lifetime consequences” of sexting and posting images on social networking sites, including distributing a fact sheet encouraging parents to talk to their children and monitor their children’s online profiles for illegal images.

242. The Houston Independent School District has implemented a ban, in its district code, on “using a cell phone or other personal communication device to send text or e-mail messages or possessing text or e-mail messages containing images reasonably interpreted as indecent or sexually suggestive while at school or at a school-related function.” Billups, supra note 173.

243. See WILLARD, supra note 56, at 188 (describing a “checklist” of issues that should be addressed in an agreement between schools and parents concerning students’ use of cell phones on campus).

244. In the instance where the teen producer of pornography is a target of cyberbullying, confiscation of what has become a lifeline for modern adolescents may further socially isolate the victim. See HINDUJA & PATCHIN, supra note 31, at 173.

245. See, e.g., ConnectSafely.org, Tips to Prevent Texting, http://www.connectsafely.org/pdfs/sexting_tips.pdf (last visited Jan. 24, 2009) (“If a sexting photo arrives on your phone, first, do not send it to anyone else (that could be considered distribution of child pornography). Second: Talk to a parent or trusted adult. Tell them the full story so they know how to support you. And don’t freak out if that adult decides to talk with the parents of others involved—that could be the best way to keep all of you from getting into serious trouble.”).

While this Note focuses almost exclusively on legal responses to sexting, education and school community-based solutions are arguably the best means of deterring sexting and avoiding any possibility of harmful effects.

B. CONSIDERATIONS IN ADDRESSING INCIDENTS OF SEXTING AND CYBERBULLYING

When sexting morphs into online harassment, the range of remedies already used to address cyberbullying cases provides a variety of options for dealing with adolescent offenders.

For starters, school administrators can address the behavior through disciplinary actions designed to address cyberbullying or, depending on the seriousness of the offense, work with local authorities to utilize cyberbullying laws specifically crafted to combat online harassment and aggression. Though a school’s intervention is limited in some respects by First Amendment restrictions on the extent to which school officials can discipline students for harassing speech that does not involve school resources or occurs off-campus, unless it “materially and substantially” disrupts learning, interferes with school discipline, threatens other students or infringes on civil rights, sextbullying is less likely to raise this limitation. Although not all sexting involves images that legally qualify as child pornography, the legal issues inherent in the transmission of images of nude or partially nude minors, content that is not subject to First Amendment protection, likely provide school officials with sufficient grounds for intervention. An effective policy will include graduated consequences and remedial actions to ensure responses proportional to the severity of the offense. Taking actions like establishing an anonymous reporting system to enable students to come forward without fear of repercussion from other students, which has proved useful in uncovering cyberbullying incidents, could also prove important to limiting the distribution of sextbullying messages.

In the most serious instances of teenagers using sexting as a tool to intentionally harass others, considering criminal sanctions may be appropriate. Authorities, at least in most states, could use the statutory

248. Id. at 122–23.
249. Id. at 123 (discussing the utility of an anonymous reporting system for cyberbullying incidents).
250. Likely, the possibility of criminal liability will provide the grounds for a school’s disciplinary action. See id. at 122.
scheme covering online harassment to address sextbullying.\textsuperscript{251} Forty-five states have laws that explicitly label certain electronic forms of communications as cyberharassment, with some states including cyberharassment offenses under general harassment statutes and others enacting independent laws for cyberbullying.\textsuperscript{252} At least seventeen states have passed specific cyberbullying laws that generally include one or more of the following elements: require school districts to include cyberbullying in school anti-bullying policies; criminalize or provide specific penalties for cyberbullying; authorize administrators to take action when off-campus actions affect on-campus discipline; require schools to develop new reporting and disciplinary procedures in cyberbullying cases; and mandate that school districts create and implement Internet safety curricula.\textsuperscript{253}

State legislatures that have not adopted new laws addressing cyberbullying in a comprehensive manner should address the issue. Otherwise, faced with public pressure to take action, prosecutors may turn to laws ill-suited to address the immediate offense.\textsuperscript{254} In the case of Jesse Logan’s suicide, where sexting was used as tool of intentional harassment, Logan’s mother consulted with six lawyers in an ultimately unsuccessful effort to find legal recourse for her daughter’s death; each one told her that prosecuting the involved teens for child pornography distribution was the only applicable law.\textsuperscript{255}

In some instances, sextbullying victims may also find redress through civil tort suits for privacy violations\textsuperscript{256} or the infliction of emotional
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\bibitem{256} In the privacy realm, the most applicable tort to sexting incidents involving the wide dissemination of images is likely public disclosure of private facts, which establishes liability for the unconsented public disclosure of a private detail of another’s person’s life, “if the matter publicized is of a kind that (a) would be highly offensive to a reasonable person, and (b) is not of legitimate concern to the public.” \textit{RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS
Often, the simple initiation of legal action against an offender will stop the malicious behavior. Damages might include pain and suffering, costs of counseling for the youth victim, and losses related to lowered school performance or school avoidance. However, pursuing a tort action against a sexting aggressor would likely involve several challenges, especially identifying the parties at fault when text messages are widely transmitted and individual transmitters might not possess the requisite intent for liability. It may take just a few well-publicized cases where the parents of sextbullies are held financially responsible for the harm caused by their children to encourage greater education and supervision regarding teens’ use of cell phones.

V. CONCLUSION

While recent polls and high-profile stories raised the decibel of the public conversation about sexting, the scope and depth of the issue is still relatively unknown. Whether sexting represents merely the latest teen fad or a lasting expression of teen sexuality engrained in popular culture remains to be seen. As state legislators work to address the issue, this Note offers a framework for developing a more balanced response appropriate to the injuries at stake and the underlying policy issues implicated by the behavior. While legal precedent and zealous prosecutors may support the use of child pornography statutes in addressing sexting crimes, such a harsh and inflexible response will rarely, if ever, represent a proportionate remedy to the harm at hand.

§ 652D (1977). The tort is limited in scope by the great breadth of its newsworthiness exception, which carves out from liability anything occurring in public or which could be considered of social value. Josh Blackman, Omniveillance, Google, Privacy in Public, and the Right to Your Digital Identity: A Tort for Recording and Disseminating an Individual’s Image over the Internet, 49 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 313, 378–79 (2009) (arguing that the breadth of the newsworthiness means that the “tort can no longer be an effective tool for protecting individual privacy”) (quoting Jacqueline R. Rolfs, The Florida Star v. B.J.F.: The Beginning of the End for the Tort of Public Disclosure, 1990 WIS. L. REV. 1107, 1128)). Unless the nudity captured in the text message occurred in public, however, a message containing an image of a minor, who is not legally able to offer consent, is unlikely to qualify for any defenses under the tort. As sext images could be placed online for further dissemination to a potentially limitless audience, the disclosure harms addressed through the public disclosure of private facts make the tort particularly applicable to sexting.

257. Under an intentional infliction of emotional distress theory, a plaintiff would have to show that the defendant intentionally or recklessly took extreme and outrageous action that caused him or her severe emotional distress. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 46 (1965). While the tort encompasses action taken with reckless disregard to the possibility of causing distress, so the plaintiff does not necessarily have to show intent, it may be difficult to establish that the sexting itself constituted “extreme and outrageous” conduct.

258. HINDUJA & PATCHIN, supra note 31, at 178.

259. See WILLARD, supra note 56, at 94–95.
Lawmakers looking to address the sexting phenomenon should focus, instead, on crafting a new misdemeanor outside of child pornography statutes that narrowly addresses the behavior at issue and provides for juvenile adjudication. In instances where sexting escalates to the realm of “sextbullying,” school officials and educators should utilize cyberbullying resources, including newly developed laws specifically designed to address online harassment. In the meantime, controlling knee-jerk reactions to issues like sexting and focusing on sensible solutions will help keep everyone out of trouble.